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MULTI-MODE SURFACE WAVE DIFFRACTION BY
A RIGHT-ANGLED WEDGE*

BY

R. C. MORGAN**, S. N. KARP AND F. C. KARAL, JR.

(Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University)

Abstract. This paper extends the phenomenological theory of multi-mode surface
wave diffraction to a right-angled wedge configuration.

The solution to a two-mode problem is obtained under the edge condition

d'u
dx' = 0(r ), 0 < h < |

as r —> 0. It is conjectured that the same procedure may be used to construct the solution
to the corresponding iV-mode problem under the edge condition

N

E d'u
dx'

= o(r_I(2iV_1>/3+''1), 0 < h < f
7=0

as r —> 0.
1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with extending the phenomenological

theory of multi-mode surface wave diffraction proposed in Karp and Karal [1] and [2],
where only plane structures were considered, to a right-angled wedge configuration
(see Fig. 1). Previously, the solution to the single-mode problem was given by Karal
and Karp [3] and uniqueness demonstrated in Morgan and Karp [4],

Fig. 1.
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Here we consider a two-mode problem under a somewhat restrictive edge condition
2

£ S=oh^l, o <h<idx

as r —* 0. The solution is obtained by extending the operator technique applied in [3].
The mathematical problem we wish to solve is posed by the following conditions:

r>2
• \ O U . U It . tt-2 /a / / qi) T"2 + + Ku = o, 0 < 0 < fxdx dy

H) (I ~ \)(! ~ X')« = °' 0 = i,r

^ = 0, 9 = 0dy
where X, and X2 are positive distinct constants.

iii) u and its derivatives satisfy the following conditions:

(a) Z Z d'u —I < M for r > R0 ,dx' ' dy'

where M is independent of r and 6 and R0 is some positive constant.

d'u(b) Z dx'

as r —> 0 with 0 < h < §.

IV) M ^ineident I ^reflected I ^radiated j

where
Ea +Xmi + » V'ifa+Xm2y 0

rrfe j   r\
"inc. - <m-l V < 0

o, y > 0
and

tk.i-iv'jt'tx.'y x < 0
^ref1.

IB.
i = l y < o
0. y > 0.

Here Am represents given incident surface wave amplitudes, and the Bm are constants
representing reflection coefficients that must be determined.

v) urad. = u — Minc. — Wreti. obeys the radiation condition

lim _ txMrad.J = 0,

uniformly in d, 0 < 6 < fx and vanishes at infinity.
2. Derivation of Solution. As mentioned previously, we extend the method of (3)

by introducing the operator

V(x'y) = (to ~ X')(to ~ X2)M(X' V) (11)
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where u(x, y) is to be a solution of the boundary value problem posed in the Introduction.
Consequently, v(x, y) is a solution of the reduced wave equation satisfying the homo-
geneous boundary conditions

Y = 0, 0 = 0By

V = 0, 9 = |7T

Hence, v{x, y) may be developed in the cosine series

(1.2)

v(x, y) = J {DMn\uziKr) + Kr)) cos^-1 6. (1.3)
n = 0 ^

However, from the radiating behavior of itrad. , and the edge behavior of u, it follows that

v(x, y) = DqH[)\{Ky) cos | + cos 0. (1.4)

Then, on inverting the operator v, we have

o, o < e < tt

u(x, y) = + ijme 7r < 6 < —
m = 1 ^

+ X f e~x"ev(£, y)

(1.5)

where

(-1)™= (L6)

and t>(|, y) is given above (note x is replaced by £). Thus, we are left with the four unknown
constants Bx , B2 , D0 , and Di which are obtainable by requiring the continuity of
u(x, y) and du(x, y)/dy across the negative x-axis. Consequently, on substituting the
above form of u(x, y) into the jump conditions

[u] = u(x, 0+) — u(x, 0~) =0, (1.7)

and

du
dyA= Yy (Z. 0+) - fy ^ 0_) = Q, (1.8)

we arrive at the non-homogeneous system of four equations for the above four unknowns,

Am = fam7(-|, X m)D0 - Bm , (1.9)

iVK2 + X* Am = aj^-K sin |- ei2'/3I( f, XJ - Xm sin y 7(1, Xj|z)„

— 4i\mamDx -f- i a/K2 -f- X; T>m , (1-10)

for m = 1, 2. Here, we define I(y, X) = /" e~MHlyl) (K£) d£ which is a known integral,
see [5].
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Finally, on solving the system, we obtain

D0 = 2t(X'r~ X'} VK2 + X? A, + X. VK2 + X2 A2}, (1.11)

Di = g ^ — {(2X2 \/K2 + X? — VK'2 + X2 X1a2)^.1 + aiXi \/K2 + X2 42},

(1.12)
and

Bm = 3?'(—l)m+! \\2Vk2 + X? + X, VK2 + \U2} - -4m , (1.13)

for m = 1, 2 where
r = x2ttl - X.a2 , (1.14)

and

^ —K sin ^ e'2T/37(f, Xm) + (|iVX2 + X* - Xm sin y)/(|, Xm). (1.15)

In conclusion, we remark that it is evident that one could extend this method to
higher order boundary conditions, that allow more surface waves, by simply increasing
the order of the auxiliary operator v(x, y) and restricting the edge behavior to be of
the type

£
»=o
r-»0

d'u ,
S1 <'•#) = 0(r ), 0<h<i, (1.16)

where N is the number of surface wave modes supported. The difficulty will only exist
in the algebra necessary to complete the solution.

Lastly, uniqueness has been demonstrated for the problem posed in (i)-(v) by
Morgan [6]. Furthermore, it is conjectured that the solution to the iV-mode problem,
with the restriction (1.16) and a generalization of condition iii(a) (replace 3 by N + 1),
will be unique.
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